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INTRODUCTION 
The second week of pregnancy is a critical period for embryonic survival in pigs, and about 
30% of embryos are lost between days 12 to 15 of gestation (Geisert et al., 1982 ; Pope and 
First 1985 ; Pope et al., 1990). It is well documented that litter size at farrowing is greater in 
Chinese Meishan pigs and is due, in part, to a greater ovulation rate, greater uterine capacity, 
and greater embryo survival (Christenson, 1993 ; Ford and Youngs, 1993). We hypothesized 
that the Meishan conceptuses as well as endometrial tissues express genes differently when 
compared to the Landrace sows, thus conferring larger litter size to Meishan sows through an 
increased embryonic survival rate. In an effort to identify genes associated with the Meishan’s 
high survival rate, we used the Suppression Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) technique to 
compare Meishan X Landrace and Landrace breeds at day 15 of gestation (Diatchenko et al., 
1996). Two different libraries were constructed to identify differentially expressed genes in 
endometrial and embryonic tissues taken at the implantation period. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals and treatments. Three multiparous Meishan X Landrace sows (ML ; 16.8 
piglets/litter) and 3 multiparous Landrace sows (LL ; 11.2 piglets/litter), generously provided 
by Genetiporc (St-Bernard, Qc), were inseminated twice with a Landrace mix semen (CIPQ, 
Inc., St-Lambert, Qc, Canada). Sows were slaughtered on Day 15 of gestation and the time of 
the first insemination was considered as Day 0. Both horns were flushed with PBS to recover 
the filamentous embryos. Strips of epithelial endometrium were collected at five different sites 
of implantation, which were chosen at random, for each horn. All tissue samples were 
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Animals were sacrified according to the guidelines of 
the Canadian Council on Animal Care (1993).   

Suppressive subtractive hybridization. Total RNA was extracted from gestating sows 
endometrial and embryonic tissues. The SSH technique was performed with the PCR-Select 
cDNA Subtraction Kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). PCR amplifications were performed 
according to standard protocol and the PCR products generated were cloned into the pT-Adv 
vector (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). 
 
Differential screening. The cDNA inserts obtained from the different clones were amplified 
by PCR and were dotted onto Hybond N+ membranes. Forward and reverse subtraction PCR 
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products as well as nonsubtracted cDNA from testers and drivers were used as 32P-labeled 
probes, using PCR-Select Subtraction Hybridization Screening Kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). 
Each membrane was then subjected to autoradiography for 3, 6, 12 hours and 3 days. 
Hybridization signals were analyzed with a densitometer and subsequent DNA sequencing was 
performed on differentially expressed clones. The sequences obtained were compared against 
the GenBank database using online computer BLAST program.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Over one thousand clones from each subtracted library were picked and conserved for further 
analyses. Dot blots analysis of the PCR products of 282 positives clones from each tissue, 
revealed  a total of 137 clones (49%) for the endometrial and 166 clones (59%) for the embryo 
libraries which were differentially expressed between Meishan X Landrace and Landrace sows. 
After sequencing and analyzing each clone, we classified the cDNA sequences into different 
categories according to their sequence identities with GenBank database (Figure 1). The more 
promising candidate genes were then chosen according to the following specific selection 
criteria : 1) having an hybridization signal difference higher then 10 on dot-blots ; 2) having 
over 90% homology with known genes ; 3) having involvement in different pathways known 
or suspected to be critical for embryonic survival. The most promising candidates genes are 
listed in Table 1.  
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Figure 1. Pie diagrams of the cDNAs sequences found in the subtracted libraries for (a) 
endometrial and (b) embryonic tissues 
 
It is surprising to see that a large number of cDNA clones remains unrecognized after the 
BLAST analysis, since the number of genes in database has grown exponentially during recent 
years. The most likely explanation is that a different part of the gene in question could be 
present in GenBank owing to the frequency of partial sequences and non-full-length cDNAs in 
this database. The novel cDNA may also represent unknown gene families or uncharacterized 
branches of known families that have not been previously identified because of their low 
occurrence. Alternatively, the gene in question could be subjected to alternative splicing events 
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which may be species, tissues or stages specific regulated. However, the percentages of novel 
cDNA obtained in our study are in close agreement with those that have been reported in other 
studies. For example, in a study of genes from the pig small intestine, 38 % of the ESTs were 
found to have no significant match with any gene of the database (Cirera et al., 2000). 
 
Table 1. Promising differentially expressed clones in endometrial and embryonic tissues 

Identification TissueA GenBank Homology Hybridation Size insert
Accession no. (%) position (nt) (bp)

SS  type III collagen Endo   SSC289758 99 1-106 373
HS splicing factor Endo XM_043408 93 96-602 662

SS MHC class II SLA-DQ Endo  PIGMHDQAA 96 727-1072 388
HS stanniocalcin Endo XM_011704 95 1805-2255 488

BT adserverin Endo BOVADS 91 1389-2059 > 700
SS cAMP-dependent protein kinase type 1 Endo SSPKRIR 99 253-471 463
HS protein inhibitor of activated STAT-1 Endo AF167160 93 1889-2137 288

HS STAT1 Endo XM_010893 91 2205-2629 > 700
HS fibronectin 1 Emb XM_030544 93 513-550 676

SS retinol-binding protein Emb PIGRBP 98 622-805 220
HS NICE-5 protein Emb XM_036849 95 3-565 639

HS RNA-helicase p68 Emb AF015812 93 5222-5568 389
MM translation elongation factor 1 alpha Emb BC005660 91 51-309 331

SS complement cytolysis inhibitor Emb PIGCCIMRA 98 1001-1322 361
SS alpha-1 acid glycoprotein Emb PIGA1AG 97 186-510/ 545-648 500

SS mRNA for transferrin Emb SSTF 98 976-1578 > 700
A Endo: endometrial tissue, Emb: embryonic tissue.

 
We also found in this study, a high number of clones corresponding to 16S ribosomal RNA (41 
clones) in the embryonic library compared to only 3 clones in the endometrial library (Figure 
1). Ibrahim et al., (1998) demonstrated that p53 may be involved in the altered expression of 
mitochondrial 16S rRNA in p53-deficient mouse embryos. Interestingly, in our embryonic 
library, we identified genes differentially expressed that are related to p53 such as NICE-5 
protein, p53-inducible (p53DINP1), dickkopf homolog 1 (DKK1), and hypoxia-inducible 
factor-1 alpha (HIF-1 alpha). Based on the previous observations, we hypothesized that the 
variations in 16S rRNA abundance in the sows embryo library may be related to the observed 
transcription variations of p53 related proteins. 
 
Overall, in both libraries, 51% of the clones contained UTR regions (5’ or 3’) either partially 
(23%) or completely (28%). However, the majority of these clones had a 3’ UTR region (45%). 
Several studies have shown that, mRNAs with long poly(A) tail are translated with greater 
efficiency than those lacking poly(A) (Jacobson, 1995). It has also been reported that the 
regulation of translation of certain mRNAs are specifically a consequence of protein/RNA 
interactions involving the 3’UTR of the transcript (Standart and Jackson, 1994 ; Decker and 
Parker, 1995 ; Murata and Wharton, 1995). During the implantation period, there is intensive 
tissue remodeling in endometrial and embryonic tissues (Geisert et al., 1982 ; Roberts et al., 
1993). Thus mRNA must be highly available for translation, in order to ensure a maximum 
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protein synthesis. We believe that the higher number of cDNA clones corresponding to mRNA 
untranslated sequences in embryo and endometrial libraries may reflect these last observations.  
 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, we have isolated novel and known cDNAs differentially expressed in endometrial 
and embryonic tissues of Meishan X Landrace and Landrace sows during the implantation 
period. Since the Meishan breed is recognized for its higher embryonic survival rate, these 
genes could become promising candidate genes for selection of high litter size breeds. Further 
analysis of the expression patterns of theses genes should facilitate the understanding of the 
molecular characteristics of the implantation period, which is a critical time for embryonic 
survival. 
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